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01 S&P500 / 60 min.

Analysis
 
SPX has been declining according to our
analysis but has not been enough to
suggest that the trend has resumed down.
A good hint that the downside has resumed
would be to break the 2814 level or make
new lows for the session.

Summary
In line with our

analysis.



02 GDX / 60 min.

Analysis
  

As we warned in our last analysis given the
price action the gold miners could be
preparing for a new low. Today's price action
could be the end of a wave e and between
tomorrow and wednesday a final wave could
signal the end of a corrective move.

Todays session
could be confirmin

a wave e.

Summary



03 USDMXN / 60 min.

Analysis
 
The peso has been declining as
expected and this move should take
the Mexican peso to test the 18.70
area before going up.

Declining as
expected.

Summary



04 EURUSD / 60 min.

Analysis
  

The Euro is still below its 0.236
Fibonacci retracement so for now the
trend will be considered down. Next
report we'll share a longer term view
on the Euro.

The Euro continued
declining as
expected.

Summary



05 USDJPY / 60 min.

Analysis
 
The yen has retraced 0.382 since the
decline from April 24. As short term
traders (holding positions for a few days)
we ussually use this retracement as a
good place to open positions. However
the count is not clear yet.

Summary
The internals are

not clear yet.



06 USDCAD / 60 min.

Analysis
  

The loonie has been trading sideways for
a very long time and while there is no
internal count clear enough this pattern
suggests that wherever the prices brake
(up or down) the movement will be for a
high confidence trade.

Rectangular pattern.

Summary



07 AUDUSD / 60 min.

Analysis
 
As the divergences were warning a
bounce is here, now, the only thing is to
wait for evidence of this movement. This
could be only a bounce where the price
will make one more new low to complete
a extended 5 or it could be the bottom.

Now that the Aussie is
abover the 0.236

Fibonacci retracement
the trend could change.

Summary



08 WTI / 60 min.

Analysis
 
Crude oil has been trying to decide
where to go but our view remains
bearish. The blue box is a key zone to
break to increase the confidence in
the bearish view.

Bearish.

Summary



09 Natural Gas / 60 min.

Analysis
  

We can't still see a good interpretation of
a wave count in natural gas, however the
channel helps us see a leading diagonal in
wave i and a correction in wave ii. If this
interpretation is correct natural gas shoul
continue up to complete wave iii.

Given the impulsive
action we can

consider the short
term trend as up.

Summary



10 Gold / 60 min.

Analysis
  

Near term gold should make one
more low to complete wave 5 of iii.
The scenario remains for gold to go to
at least 1250 before placing a bottom.

Bearish to 1250 at
least.

Summary



11 Silver / 60 min.

Analysis
 
Silver is technically very weak and
while the channels stays intact the
trend can be considered down.

Summary 
Waiting for signs.



12 Copper / 60 min.

Analysis
  

Copper has not given any good signs of
a trend change so while it is not able to
break the 2.74695 level we are not
interested in trying to catch falling
knives.

Summary
Bottom still holding.



Disclaimer

 
 

The information contained in this report has been obtained from

sources that are considered reliable, however there are no

implicit or explicit guarantees of its completeness or accuracy.

This newsletter and its information should not be construed as

individual advice or recommendations for each reader. The

opinions expressed in this document are statements resulting

from the trial of their authors on the date of completion of each

article and are subject to change without prior notice.

 

The emissary is not and does not declare to be a professional

investment adviser, and strongly encourages all its readers to

consult with their own personal financial advisors, lawyers and

accountants before making any investment decision. This report

and / or its authors may have positions in the mentioned values.

Investment and speculation are inherently risky and should not

be carried out without professional advice. By reading this private

document of independent research and opinion, you fully and

explicitly accept that its authors will not be responsible for any

decision you make based on any information or data discussed

here.


